ART - YEAR 9
Monsters: Wire Sculpture

Monsters: Wire Sculpture (continued)

Industrial landscape: 2D texture

Industrial landscape- 2D texture (continued)

PERSONAL PROJECT/ TYPOGRAPHY

PERSONAL PROJECT/ TYPOGRAPHY
(continued)

You will explore Surrealism, Steam Punk and literature
to inform your understanding and develop ideas for
monsters. You will develop your observation skills
by documenting creatures. Using your imagination,
you will create a creature and translate your ideas
into a wire sculpture. This half term you will explore
the mythical creatures of Greek and Japanese art.
In addition, you will learn about the creatures on
Renaissance maps and the monster depicted in a
monster calls.

This project gives you the opportunity to build on
your Y8 landscape work and explore and celebrate
the local landscape through the eyes of an artist.
You will explore the work of local artists. You will
experiment with a range of techniques to support you
in developing your skills. In addition, you will develop
an abstract style and an atmospheric outcome. This
term you will experiment with documenting our local
industrial landscape using pen. You will have the
opportunity to stylize your drawings inspired by the
ceramic artist Paul Scott.

The rationale behind this project is to enable you
to explore a theme as an artist. Many of you will be
opting to take GCSE and the project will support you
to understand how to present a GCSE project and
how it will be assessed. For those of you who are not
opting for art it will give you an insight into how art
can support your future learning and help you look
after your well-being. This term you will develop ideas,
explore media and make observations to support you
in the final piece that you will present next half term.

This half term you will explore the concept of sea
monsters and develop an outcome to consolidate your
learning.

This half term you will experiment with abstracting
your observations and explore the qualities of paint.
Producing an atmospheric outcome.

This half term you will have the opportunity to present
your final outcome, refining and reflecting upon it as
you go.
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